
Key Competence 1: (Lithuania) 

 

Communication in the mother tongue: Literature‘s beginning: antiquity, folklore, the Holy scripture 

Understanding: 
o Listening.  
o Reading. 

Speaking: 
o Spoken interaction. 
o Spoken production. 

Writing: 
o Writing. 

Definition:  Communication in the mother tongue is the ability to express and interpret concepts, 
thoughts, feelings, facts and opinions in both oral and written form (listening, 
speaking, reading and writing), and to interact linguistically in an appropriate and 
creative way in a full range of societal and cultural contexts; in education and training, 
work, home and leisure. 

Description: Searching material in course books, subdividing activities, using IT, drawing tables, creating slides, 
counsels with teacher. 

Performance indicators 

 Knowledge: 

Know how to: 
- make slides,  
- systematize material, 
- to use internet,  
- do regularly writing 
 
knowledge about:   

- art, 
- beginning of literature 

beginning, 
- history,  
- geography.  

 

 
 

 

Skills: 

- Forming collaboration abilities,  
- Distributing works(activities), 
- Introduction organic material,  
- Presentation work/results. 
- Work on internet, 
- Systematize materials 

Attitude/Competence:  

- Independent work,  
- Public speaking,  
- Suggesting own mind and 

opinion,  
- Dialogs. 
  

Education Program 

Course:  
At the beginning of   theme cycle 
teacher offers an instruction, 
discusses and getting students in 
groups, explain tasks and how and 
where to find further material. 
Students work independent. 

 
 

Training:  
periods‘ indications repeating, authors, 
articles, discusses about what materials to 
add in tables, main points in tables 

Project: 
Slides, tabular making.  
Students get into groups for three   
Tasks clarification  
Self-organized work  in groups  

 
 



Examination 

Form(s):  

Final  presentation of the work 

 

 

When: 

The last  session of theme round 

Where: 

At school, Lithuania language room 

 

  



Key Competence 2: (Lithuania) 

 

Communication in foreign languages: While there‘s  life, there‘s hope  (stages in life). 

Understanding: 
o Listening.  
o Reading. 

Speaking: 
o Spoken interaction. 
o Spoken production. 

Writing: 
o Writing. 

Definition:  Communication in foreign languages broadly shares the main skill dimensions of communication in the 
mother tongue: it is based on the ability to understand, express and interpret concepts, thoughts, 
feelings, facts and opinions in both oral and written form (listening, speaking, reading and writing) in an 
appropriate range of societal and cultural contexts (in education and training, work, home and leisure) 
according to one’s wants or needs. Communication in foreign languages also calls for skills such as 
mediation and intercultural understanding. An individual’s level of proficiency will vary between the 
four dimensions (listening, speaking, reading and writing) and between the different languages, and 
according to that individual’s social and cultural background, environment, needs and/or interests. 

Description: To  aggregate  information from a  parents‘ experience,  IT,   diagrams of events typical of each 
stage(socio economical, sociopolitical , educational background),   a particular vocabulary, grammar 
structures. 

Performance indicators 

 Knowledge: 

- of writing and speaking skills, 
- of vocabulary and functional 

grammar, 
- of an appropriate range of web 

pages, letters, reports, 
                     .     
 

Skills: 

- ability to sustain and conclude 
conversation,   

- appropriate use of aids(notes, 
diagrams), 

- ability to initiate and sustain an 
appropriate range of autonomous 
language learning  activities. 

 

Attitude/Competence: 

- awareness of societal cultural 
aspects, 

- expressing and interpretation 
feelings, thoughts and facts in 
both oral and written  form in an 
appropriate range of societal 
domains.  

Education Program 

Course:  
- explanation any unknown 

vocabulary, 
- in groups students prepare 

description of a person, make a 
quiz for the rest of the 
class(who did this job, etc.), 

- in pairs make a plan of the 
composition, 

- teacher help students where 
necessary. 

 

Training:  
- an appropriate language use, 
- differences of formal and colloquial 

language, 
- expention of vocabulary. 

 

Project: 
writing a composition for the youth  
magazine, which is running a 
competition. 

Examination 



Form(s): 

- assessment of oral 
presentation, 

- paragraph writing. 

When:  

- in between, 
- at the end of the course.  
 

Where: 

- at the lesson,  
- on the web by the end of the 

term. 

 

 

Note: 

The students work: 

 in groups of 4 

 in pairs 

 individually 
 

 1. The teacher elicits the task( what the title means – while we are alive, we can have hope or faith 
about the future). 
 2.The Ss work in groups  - present their opinion, justify  and illustrate giving examples using prepared 
slides. 
3. In pairs the students  choose  one of the suggested  tasks for the paragraph  writing (the best mum 
of the year, the person who has influenced your life, the favorite film star, etc.). 
 


